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The standard model SU(2)L×U(1)Y gauging of theWess-Zumino-Witten term requires a modified
counterterm when background fields, needed to generate the full set of currents, are introduced. The
modified counterterm plays an essential role in properly defining covariant global currents and their
anomalies. For example, it is required in order to correctly derive the gauge invariant baryon
number current and its anomalous divergence. The background fields can also be promoted to
a description of the physical spin-1 vector and axial-vector mesons in QCD and the counterterm
leads to novel interactions. These are (pseudo-) Chern-Simons terms, such as ǫµνρσωµZν∂ρAσ and
ǫµνρσρ±µW
∓
ν ∂ρAσ that mediate new interactions between neutrinos and photons at finite baryon
density.
PACS numbers: 11.15.-q, 12.15.-y, 12.38.Qk, 12.39.Fe, 13.15.+g, 13.40.-f, 14.70.Hp, 14.80.Mz, 95.85.Ry,
97.60.Jd
I. INTRODUCTION
The low-energy spectrum of QCD contains pseu-
doscalar mesons interpreted as the Nambu-Goldstone
bosons (NGB’s) of spontaneously broken chiral symme-
try. U(Nf )L × U(Nf )R breaks to the diagonal, vector
subgroup U(Nf )V , with Nf = 2, 3 depending on whether
just the (u, d) quark symmetries, or the (u, d, s) symme-
tries are included in the analysis. A complete low-energy
chiral lagrangian describing the interactions of these me-
son states contains terms in the following three classes.
The first class consists of terms related to the familiar
kinetic term:
LK = f
2
π
4
Tr(DµU
†DµU) + . . . , (1)
where fπ ≈ 93MeV, and U = exp[(2i/fπ)πaT a] is
a chiral matrix field transforming as U → eiǫLUe−iǫR
under U(Nf )L × U(Nf )R, with eiǫL,R ∈ U(Nf )L,R.
The kinetic term can be made locally invariant un-
der U(Nf )L × U(Nf )R transformations by including a
complete set of gauge fields in the covariant derivative,
DU = ∂U − iALU + iUAR, with corresponding local
gauge transformations for AL,R. The ellipsis refers to an
expansion in the number of derivatives, containing in the
next order the Gasser-Leutwyler operators.
A second class of terms consists of those associated
with symmetry breaking. This includes the operator
Tr(MqU)+ h.c. where Mq is the quark mass matrix, and
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also the operator detUeiθ+h.c. which reflects the break-
ing of the axial U(1) by instantons. We will largely ignore
the effects of these first two classes of operators in what
follows.
A third class of operators comprise the Wess-Zumino-
Witten (WZW) term, ΓWZW (U) [1, 2]. This is a topo-
logical object and it arises “holographically” when the
D = 4 manifold of spacetime is viewed as the boundary of
a D = 5 manifold [2]. The WZW term is intimately con-
nected to the anomaly structure of QCD. When coupled
to classical background gauge fields AL, AR ∈ U(Nf )L,R
the variation of ΓWZW (U,AL, AR) under local U(Nf )L×
U(Nf )R is non-zero, and reproduces the anomalies of the
underlying theory of quarks [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9].
Moreover, ΓWZW lifts a spurious parity symmetry in
the chiral lagrangian, locking the pion parity to that of
space (it performs a similar task in Little Higgs theories
by breaking spurious T -parity [10]). It mediates pro-
cesses such as KK → 3π which are allowed by QCD but
would be forbidden in the low-energy chiral lagrangian
theory if we kept only the first two classes of terms and
ignored the WZW term. The WZW term can also be cou-
pled to physical gauge fields, like the photon. This leads
to a correct description of the process π0 → 2γ, that
is otherwise forbidden by the extension of the spurious
parity to gauge fields. Thus the WZW term generates an
essential part of the physics, and should be placed on the
same footing as the other terms in the chiral lagrangian.
In this paper we are interested in the gauged WZW
term with physical gauge fields coupled to the flavor sym-
metries of the quarks. In general, to achieve an anomaly
free gauge theory we can either gauge an anomaly free
subgroup of U(Nf )L × U(Nf)R, or cancel anomalies be-
tween the chiral lagrangian and a “lepton sector”. The
2former case arises when gauging only electromagnetism
in the QCD chiral Lagrangian, and is perhaps the most
familiar application of a gauged WZW term. However, it
is the latter situation that arises for the SU(2)L×U(1)Y
electroweak gauge group of the standard model. This
leads to additional issues that need to be addressed, due
to the fact that SU(2)L×U(1)Y resides in a nondiagonal
subgroup of the chiral symmetry group. We are forced
to revisit the counterterm structure of the Wess-Zumino-
Witten term. Ultimately we are led to a new countert-
erm, and in turn, to new physics. This is the focus of the
present paper.
In addition to the fundamental gauge fields of the stan-
dard model, i.e., the W , Z and γ, the theory must be
consistent if we include background fields that couple to
the currents of the chiral lagrangian. These background
fields are theoretically essential because they allow us to
determine the correct form of the global chiral currents
and their anomalies.
In what follows we will denote generic fundamental
gauge fields by A and background vector and axial-vector
fields by B. The B fields will be assumed to transform
covariantly under the fundamental local gauge group of
the standard model. Varying the effective action with
respect to Ba generates the associated current Ja. Vary-
ing the background fields locally, δB = dǫ+ ..., as if they
were fundamental gauge fields, generates the anomalous
divergence of the associated global current via the WZW
term. For example, a background field can be introduced
with the quantum numbers of the ω meson, coupling to
the quark baryon current. This automatically implies
its coupling to the Goldstone-Wilczek skyrmionic baryon
number current [2, 11] via the WZW term.
Introducing the B fields leads, however, to the follow-
ing subtle issue. When we have a set of fundamental
gauge fields A, such as the standard model W , Z and γ,
and we then turn on the background (B) fields, we find
that new anomalies appear in the gauged (A) currents
that were previously absent. We can maintain the fun-
damental (A) gauge invariance, however, if we can find a
local counterterm, a functional of A and B, which cancels
these new anomalies.
The logic of this situation is identical to that of QED,
underlying the original covariant anomaly first computed
by Adler [5]. If we compute triangle diagrams for QED
with a vector photon Aµ coupled to a massless electron
as Aµψγµψ then we do obtain a conserved vector current,
and the divergence of the axial current is the consistent
axial current anomaly [28]:
∂µj5µ =
1
48π2
ǫµνρσF
µνF ρσ. (2)
However, if we introduce a classical background field Bµ
with the coupling Bµj5µ, then we find that the vector
current is no longer conserved, but develops a mixed
anomaly ∝ ǫµνρσFµνA F ρσB . It is essential that gauge
invariance, i.e., vector current conservation, be main-
tained for any background field B, and we thus re-
quire a counterterm. The counterterm takes the form
(1/6π2)ǫµνρσB
µAν∂ρAσ. When added to the action, it
modifies the definitions of the currents. For example, the
gauged vector current is δS/δAµ, and the global axial
current is δS/δBµ, where S is the action. The currents
acquire corrections from the counterterm. This leads to
a conserved modified vector current for any background
field B and the familiar covariant anomaly for the mod-
ified axial current [29],
∂µj5µ =
1
16π2
ǫµνρσF
µνF ρσ. (3)
The problem of maintaining gauge invariance of the
WZW term for arbitrary background fields when the fun-
damental gauge fields are vectorlike, i.e., AL = AR = A,
has a well-known solution: the “Bardeen counterterm,”
given by: −ΓWZW (1, A + BL, A + BR). This is essen-
tially a generalization of the aforementioned countert-
erm of QED. Adding this counterterm to the WZW
term, ΓWZW (U,A + BL, A + BR), ensures that vector
currents are conserved for any BL,R background fields.
We note that this procedure kills off an entire class of
non-pionic interactions in the bare WZW term, such as
ǫµνρσA
µBνL,R∂
ρAσ + ..., which we call “pseudo-Chern-
Simons” (pCS) terms [30]. The special case of vectorlike
gauging may thus lead to the intuition that pCS terms
are somehow unphysical and don’t appear in the full the-
ory. However, this would be a false impression.
When gauging nondiagonal (non-vectorlike) subgroups
such as SU(2)L × U(1)Y , the Bardeen counterterm does
not render the theory gauge (A) anomaly free. We will
show, however, that there always exists a new local coun-
terterm that does maintain gauge invariance for the gaug-
ing of any subgroup in the general background of spin-1
classical (B) fields. We give the explicit solution for the
new counterterm in the general case and apply it in spe-
cific cases.
Once the new counterterm is incorporated into the
WZW term two important things happen. First, the
global currents, as generated by local variations of the ap-
propriate background fields, become proper covariant ob-
jects. The anomalies of these currents are the covariant
anomalies of the theory. The global baryon current and
its anomaly provides an important example of this phe-
nomenon. The current is modified from the Goldstone-
Wilczek form, in the presence of gauge fields, and be-
comes a gauge invariant operator. Its anomaly, arising
from a local gauge transformation of the WZW term in
the background ω field, δωµ = ∂µǫ, yields the correct
covariant baryon current anomaly. We note that there
are also corrections involving the background fields them-
selves, e.g., including a term ǫµνρσF aWµνDρρ
a
σ where ρ
a
µ
is the background field with quantum numbers of the ρ-
meson and F aWµν is the SU(2)L field strength.
Second, there are now uncancelled pCS term interac-
tions involving the fundamental gauge fields and the spin-
1 background fields that do not involve the pions. These
pCS terms contain observable new physics.
3Indeed, the classical background (B) fields can be pro-
moted to describe the physical vector meson fields of
QCD, i.e., the ρ, ω, a1, f1 and so on. It is important to
realize the distinction between classical background fields
and physical spin-1 mesons: the former would describe
“pointlike particles,” present on all scales of the theory,
while the physical spin-1 mesons have form-factors and
decouple from the high energy quark loops. They are
only part of an effective low energy theory. However, at
low energies the physical spin-1 mesons can be viewed
as coupling to the global currents and they thus behave
like the B fields. Anomalous physical processes involv-
ing them can be described by the WZW term. The pCS
terms are a new part of the physics in the WZW term,
involving exclusively the spin-1 mesons and gauge fields.
There are many formal issues that must be faced in the
description of the vector mesons as propagating physical
particles, and treating them as gauge fields [7, 12] in-
curs subtleties. However, phenomenologically successful
treatments of processes that involve the spin-1 mesons
and probe the anomalies encoded into the WZW term,
such as ω, ρ→ πγ, ω → 3π, etc.., do flourish in the liter-
ature. We will postpone the detailed discussion of these
issues to a subsequent paper [13].
Notably, from the new counterterm we obtain an inter-
action of the form ǫµνρσωµZνFρσ where ω is the omega
meson background field, Z the Z-boson in unitary gauge,
and Fµν the photon field strength [14]. This interaction
survives as an essential consequence of the non-diagonal
standard model gauge structure and the new countert-
erm.
The outline of this paper is as follows. In Section II we
construct a schematic version of the standard model, i.e.,
a “toy” model, in which the WZW term is nontrivial, but
much simpler than in the standard model. This model
consists of a single color and flavor of quark, and a single
lepton. We gauge the U(1)L × U(1)R quark and lepton
flavor symmetries by introducing a “Z” associated with
U(1)L and a photon “A” associated with U(1)V . The
gauge anomalies cancel between the quark and the lepton
sectors, as in the standard model. We then integrate out
the quark with a large chirally invariant “constituent”
mass term, mqqLqRe
iφ/f , containing a “pion” φ. This
generates the WZW term involving φ, Z and A, which is
easy to derive.
We then introduce the “ω” vector meson as a back-
ground field coupled to the baryon current. We show
that new anomalies arise in the gauged currents and then
construct the counterterm that cancels these anomalies.
We discover that pCS terms such as ǫµνρσω
µZνF ρσ re-
main in the physical WZW term [14]. Variation of the ω
field generates the global baryon current and associated
covariant anomaly.
In Section III we consider the general problem of a
chiral lagrangian for a theory in which the chiral flavor
symmetry G is spontaneously broken to a subgroup H
while at the same time we gauge a subgroup G′ ⊂ G. We
show how to construct the counterterm that maintains
the G′ gauge anomaly structure in the presence of back-
ground spin-1 fields. For a diagonal gauge group G′ ⊂ H ,
this reduces to the Bardeen counterterm (modulo gauge
invariant operators).
In Section IV we show that this counterterm plays a
crucial role in the derivation of global symmetry currents
and their anomalies. The anomalous baryon current pro-
vides an important application of this formalism. At the
chiral lagrangian level we obtain a gauge invariant baryon
current from the WZW term with the new counterterm.
We examine the global symmetries that are neutral un-
der the gauged symmetries (i.e., for which there is no
explicit symmetry breaking by gauging), and find the
general form of the global anomalies for arbitrary back-
ground fields.
In Section V we apply these ideas to derive the WZW
term (including counterterms) for the SU(2)L × U(1)Y
gauging of the U(2)L × U(2)R chiral symmetry of QCD
in a background of the spin-1 vector mesons ρ, ω, a1, and
f1. Physical applications of these ideas are mentioned,
but the details are postponed to a subsequent paper [13].
For example, anomaly mediated neutrino photon interac-
tions arise from the ǫµνρσω
µZνF ρσ pCS interaction, and
provide a possible explanation for excess events seen in
the MiniBooNE experiment [13, 14, 15]. In Section VI we
conclude and outline some further implications of these
ideas.
The SU(2)L×U(1)Y gauging of the QCD WZW term
in general backgrounds has not, to our knowledge, been
previously developed. Pseudo-Chern Simons terms with
arbitrary coefficients have previously been appended to
the effective Lagrangian in an ad hoc manner [16, 17, 18],
with various phenomenological constraints on the coeffi-
cients. The advantage of our approach is that we predict
the coefficients of such interactions in terms of the strong
coupling constants of the QCD vector and axial-vector
mesons. Our observations about pCS terms and global
anomalies apply to general chiral lagrangian models, and
are new.
II. SCHEMATIC STANDARD MODEL WITH
PCS INTERACTIONS
A. The WZW term
We now construct a schematic model that exhibits in
a simple way the necessity of adding new counterterms
to the WZW term, and the existence of pCS terms. This
model involves only abelian gauge groups, but is con-
structed in close analogy to QCD and the SU(2)L ×
U(1)Y electroweak sector of the standard model. It
will form the basis for the general discussion of the
SU(2)L × U(1)Y gauging of the U(2)L × U(2)R chiral
lagrangian of pions.
We consider a theory with a single (Nc = 1) “quark” q
and a single “lepton” ℓ. We introduce U(1)L and U(1)R
fundamental gauge fields AL and AR into the quark ac-
4tion:
Sq =
∫
d4x qL(i∂/ +A/ L)qL + qR(i∂/ +A/R)qR . (4)
Sq has gauge currents,
J (B)Lµ =
δSq
δAµL
= qLγµqL ,
J (B)Rµ =
δSq
δAµR
= qRγµqR , (5)
that are anomalous:
∂µJ (B)Lµ = −
1
24π2
ǫµνρσ∂
µAνL∂
ρAσL ,
∂µJ (B)Rµ =
1
24π2
ǫµνρσ∂
µAνR∂
ρAσR . (6)
Here we use the consistent anomalies that arise from
Weyl spinor triangle diagrams.
To cancel these anomalies we gauge the “lepton” sec-
tor:
Sℓ =
∫
d4x ℓL(i∂/ −A/ L)ℓL + ℓR(i∂/ −A/R)ℓR . (7)
Note that the relative signs of the quark and lepton cou-
plings imply that AL couples to B−L for the left-handed
fields, which we denote by (B − L)L, while AR couples
to (B − L)R. Taken together the gauge anomalies can-
cel between the quark and lepton sectors in the B − L
currents:
∂µ(qγ
µqL − ℓγµℓL) = ∂µJ (B−L)Lµ = 0 ,
∂µ(qγ
µqR − ℓγµℓR) = ∂µJ (B−L)Rµ = 0 . (8)
Anomalies remain in the ungauged B + L currents, imi-
tating the structure of the standard model.
We are interested in an analogy to hadronic physics
and the chiral lagrangian of QCD. Thus, we want to spon-
taneously break the U(1)L×U(1)R of the quark sector to
U(1)V . We can do so by introducing a constituent quark
mass term containing an NGB denoted by φ:
mqe
iφ/fqLqR + h.c. . (9)
Here φ/f is the analog of π/fπ in QCD.
Technically, in this model the NGB, φ, would be eaten
by the linear combination Z = AL − AR, which then
becomes massive. This is the analog of symmetry break-
ing in technicolor theories. Alternatively, we can imag-
ine an additional Higgs scalar field that gives the Z its
mass by developing a VEV v. Z then acquires a lon-
gitudinal component, χ, from the phase of the Higgs,
Z → Z − ∂χ/v. In this case a dynamical NGB remains
in the low-energy spectrum which is a linear combination
of χ and φ (mainly the φ field in the v ≫ f limit). We
will assume the Higgs mechanism is present, allowing the
Z to acquire mass, but we need not explicitly write the
χ lagrangian.
In what follows we will use the abbreviated no-
tation of differential forms, so that for example∫
d4x ǫµνρσA
µBν∂ρCσ =
∫
ABdC.
Under U(1)L ×U(1)R gauge transformations we have:
qL → eiǫLqL , ℓL → e−iǫLℓL , δAL = dǫL ,
qR → eiǫRqR , ℓR → e−iǫRℓR , δAR = dǫR ,
δφ = f(ǫL − ǫR) . (10)
The gauge transformations acting purely on the quark
sector are anomalous and induce a shift in the quark
effective action, δS =
∫
(∂µǫ)J
µ = − ∫ ǫ ∂µJµ:
δSq =
1
24π2
∫
ǫLdALdAL − ǫRdARdAR . (11)
This is, of course, cancelled by the anomalous shift in the
lepton effective action:
δSℓ = − 1
24π2
∫
ǫLdALdAL − ǫRdARdAR . (12)
Hence, overall we have a non-anomalous gauge symmetry
and conserved gauged currents as stated in Eq.(8).
We now consider a largemq limit and integrate out the
quarks (which imitates the effect of confinement; related
examples have been discussed in [19, 20]). We are left
with an effective action:
ΓWZW (U,AL, AR) + ... , (13)
where ΓWZW is the Wess-Zumino-Witten term and the
ellipsis refers to non-topological terms, such as renormal-
ized φ kinetic terms. ΓWZW is a functional of U = e
iφ/f
and the gauge fields, AL and AR. ΓWZW generates the
same anomalies as the quark action in Eq.(11) under the
gauge transformations of Eq.(10).
It is easy to construct the WZW term, by arranging a
set of operators that generate the independent L and R
consistent anomalies. We readily obtain:
ΓWZW =
1
24π2
∫ [
ALARdAL +ALARdAR
+
φ
f
(dALdAL + dARdAR + dALdAR)
]
. (14)
It can easily be checked that, under the gauge transfor-
mations (10), we have:
δΓWZW = δSq , (15)
with δSq from Eq.(11).
Note that Eq.(14) can be obtained from the expres-
sion for the U(N) × U(N)/U(N) WZW term discussed
in Ref. [7], by taking N = 1. It can also be straightfor-
wardly derived “holographically” from the Chern-Simons
term and Dirac determinant of a compactified D = 5
U(1) gauge theory in which φ ∼ A5, as in Ref. [21].
5B. Introduction of the ω
We now introduce a classical background field coupled
to the “baryon number” in the quark sector. We de-
note this field by ω in analogy to the ω meson of QCD
which couples to the baryon current. The WZW action
becomes:
ΓWZW (U,AL + ω,AR + ω) (16)
Note that ω is invariant under U(1)L × U(1)R gauge
transformations. In analogy to QCD we view ω as part
of the strong interactions, and do not couple it to the
lepton sector. With ω appearing only in the quark sec-
tor, we then find that the theory now contains anomalies
under local U(1)L × U(1)R gauge transformations.
From Eq.(11) we see that:
δ(ΓWZW + Sℓ) =
1
24π2
∫
ǫL
[
2dALdω + (dω)
2
]
− ǫR
[
2dARdω + (dω)
2
]
. (17)
The gauge symmetry, and the internal consistency of the
theory, is apparently spoiled by the inclusion of ω. If,
however, we can find a local counterterm, a functional
of AL AR and ω, to add to the lagrangian that restores
U(1)L×U(1)R gauge invariance in the presence of a back-
ground ω, then the theory can be made consistent, as in
the case of QED, summarized in the Introduction.
The desired counterterm is readily constructed:
Γc = − 1
24π2
∫
[−2ωARdAR − ωARdω
+2ωALdAL + ωALdω] . (18)
This counterterm is a necessary part of the low energy
theory when ω is introduced into ΓWZW . Adding Γc
to ΓWZW we see that the new ω dependent terms in
Eq.(17) are now cancelled under a gauge transformation.
If ω is an arbitrary classical background field that couples
also to quarks at high energies, then this counterterm is
required in the high energy action, Sq, as well.
The full WZW term is now given by the sum of ΓWZW
and the counterterm:
ΓfullWZW = ΓWZW (φ,AL + ω,AR + ω) + Γc(AL, AR, ω)
≡ ΓWZW (φ,AL, AR) + Γω(φ,AL, AR, ω) , (19)
where we’ve isolated the interactions involving ω into Γω:
Γω =
1
8π2
∫ [
φ
f
(dALdω + dARdω + dωdω)
−ωALdAL + ωARdAR + ωARdAL
−ωALdAR + ωARdω − ωALdω
]
. (20)
We thus see that pCS terms, such as ωALdAL, now ap-
pear in the complete effective action. ΓWZW (φ,AL, AR)
generates the original anomalies ∝ −dALdAL+dARdAR
that are cancelled by the leptons. Γω governs interac-
tions of φ, AL and AR with ω (these are analogous to
anomalous interactions in QCD such as ω → π0γ).
Since Γω generates no new gauge anomalies, it must be
itself a gauge invariant operator. Moreover, under local
shifts in ω, i.e., δω = dǫ this term generates the global
baryon current anomaly:
δΓfullWZW = δΓω =
1
8π2
∫
ǫ
[
dALdAL − dARdAR + dALdω − dARdω
]
,
(21)
or:
∂µJ
µ = − 1
8π2
ǫµνρσ
[
∂µAνL∂
ρAσL − ∂µAνR∂ρAσR
+∂µAνL∂
ρωσ − ∂µAνR∂ρωσ
]
. (22)
Here Jµ is the baryon number current, given by:
Jµ =
δ
δωµ
ΓfullWZW =
− 1
8π2
ǫµνρσ
[
AνL∂
ρAσL −AνR∂ρAσR +AνL∂ρAσR
−AνR∂ρAσL + AνL∂ρωσ −AνR∂ρωσ
−∂ν(φ/f)(∂ρAσL + ∂ρAσR + 2∂ρωσ)
+∂ν(AρRω
σ −AρLωσ)
]
. (23)
where the last two lines contribute zero to the anomaly.
We thus see that the anomalous divergences of currents
associated with global symmetries are now defined in the
presence of arbitrary background fields through the vari-
ation of a consistent, gauge-invariant action. Note that
the baryon number anomaly is modified in the presence
of the background ω field by the dAdω terms. Normally,
we think of the global charges and their anomalies as de-
fined in the limit ω → 0, but we are free to consider the
background field corrections once the gauged currents are
defined to be conserved. In summary: The WZW term
requires the prescribed counterterm to recover the correct
form of the baryon current anomaly. The pCS terms are
a consequence of this structure and generate new physical
interactions.
From Eq.(20) we can anticipate an interesting new
physical application of anomaly physics in the real world
as described in Ref.[14]. We let AL = Z+A and AR = A,
where Z is the analog of the Z-boson and A the photon.
Then we obtain from Eq.(20) the following pCS interac-
tion term:
ΓfullWZW = ΓWZW (φ,AL, AR)
− 1
8π2
∫ [
ω(2dA+ dZ) + ωdω
](
Z − dφ
f
)
. (24)
Gauge invariance of the photon is manifest, as it must
be, since 2dA ≡ F is the electromagnetic field strength.
6The Z boson is associated with spontaneous symmetry
breaking. We see that the gauge shift in Z, δZ = dǫ, is
compensated by δφ = fǫ which confirms gauge invariance
(again, if a Higgs mechanism is not present to give Z
its mass, then it will eat the φ field as in technicolor
theories).
The interaction in Eq.(24) is a term in the low-energy
effective theory describing physics at energy scales below
the quark mass. It contains the massive gauge field Z,
and if MZ ≫ mq, we integrate out the Z to derive a
set of couplings involving only light fields as in Ref. [14].
The ωZdA term leads to a novel neutrino-photon inter-
action in nucleons or at finite baryon density, which may
be relevant to various experiments and astrophysical pro-
cesses [14].
III. THE COUNTERTERM FOR GENERAL
GAUGING
The schematic model illustrates a problem that can be
posed more generally as follows. Consider a “quark sec-
tor” with a global (chiral) flavor symmetry G and a sub-
group G′ ⊂ G which is gauged. In general, G′ contains
anomalies coming from the quark sector, so we further
assume a lepton sector coupled to the gauge fields of G′,
which cancels the quark sector anomalies. The quarks
are confined, or decoupled, and the flavor symmetry G
is broken spontaneously to a subgroup H , giving rise to
NGB’s that are elements of the coset space G/H . Some
of the NGB’s may be eaten by gauge fields, or the gauge
fields may acquire mass from a Higgs sector.
As a concrete realization of this we can consider the
(u, d) quarks with flavor symmetry G = SU(2)L ×
SU(2)R × U(1)L × U(1)R, and spontaneous breaking to
H = SU(2)V × U(1)V . We gauge the SU(2)L × U(1)Y
standard model subgroup, and theW and Z then acquire
mass from the usual Higgs boson. The leptons (ν, e) will
cancel gauge anomalies of the quark sector.
The low energy physics of the quark sector is repre-
sented by an effective lagrangian describing the NGB’s
and gauge fields A. It will also contain the spin-1 vec-
tor and axial-vector fields, denoted by B which will be
assumed to transform covariantly under G′. The NGB’s
are contained in a chiral matrix field U .
Under a general infinitesimal transformation, ǫ, of G
we have:
δU = iǫL(ǫ)U − iUǫR(ǫ) ,
δA = dǫ + i[ǫ, A] ,
δB = i[ǫ, B] . (25)
Eq.(25) allows for the possibility of a nonlinear realiza-
tion, e.g., δU = iǫU − iUǫ′(ǫ, U), with ǫ′ ∈ H [22]. If we
specialize to G = U(Nf )L×U(Nf)R, with the associated
gauge bosons AL and AR, and background fields BL and
BR we have:
δU = iǫLU − iUǫR , (26)
and:
δAL = dǫL + i[ǫL, AL] ,
δBL = i[ǫL, BL] ,
δAR = dǫR + i[ǫR, AR] ,
δBR = i[ǫR, BR] .
(27)
The full effective action contains the kinetic terms of
the NGB’s and gauge fields, and any mass terms associ-
ated with explicit breaking (which may involve the Higgs
sector). The effective action also includes the WZW
term, ΓWZW (U,A + B), which represents the anomaly
structure of the quark sector. We also have the contri-
bution, Γℓ, to the effective action from the lepton sector.
The key point is that the covariant classical back-
ground B fields are present in the quark sector, but not
in the lepton sector. Mixed terms containing A and B
will thus arise in the gauge anomalies of the quark sector,
that are not cancelled by the lepton sector.
A. The counterterm
In deriving the counterterm, we will not need the ex-
plicit form of the WZW term, but only the consistent
anomaly that it generates. Consider first the case B = 0.
Then under a general gauge transformation in G′ we
have:
δΓWZW = −2C
∫
Tr
[
ǫ
(
dAdA− i
2
dA3
)]
. (28)
The quantity C is fixed by properties of the underlying
fermion theory. For example, for quarks transforming in
the fundamental representation of SU(Nc),
C = − Nc
48π2
. (29)
Eq.(28) is the “consistent” form of the anomaly, before
any counterterms are added, and it is cancelled by the
contribution from the lepton sector:
δΓℓ = 2C
∫
Tr
[
ǫ
(
dAdA − i
2
dA3
)]
. (30)
It is convenient to write, modulo a total divergence,
δΓWZW = 2C
∫
Tr
[
dǫ
(
AdA− i
2
A3
)]
. (31)
Now we introduce the B fields by making the replace-
ment A→ A+B in the quark sector only. This changes
the variation of the WZW term so that under the general
gauge transformation of Eq.(25) we have:
δ(ΓWZW + Γℓ) = 2C
∫
Tr
{
dǫ
[
BdA+ dAB +BdB
− i
2
(BA2 +ABA+A2B)
− i
2
(B2A+BAB +AB2)− i
2
B3
]}
. (32)
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variation.
The explicit construction of the counterterm is
straightforward, and we obtain the result:
Γc = −2C
∫
Tr
[
(AdA+ dAA)B +
1
2
A(BdB + dBB)
−3i
2
A3B − 3i
4
ABAB − i
2
AB3
]
. (33)
The fact that δΓc = −δ(ΓWZW + Γℓ) can be verified
explicitly. Therefore, the full action,
Γ = ΓWZW + Γc + Γℓ , (34)
is now gauge anomaly free in the presence of the NGB’s,
gauge fields and spin-1 mesons.
Note that if we specialize to G = U(Nf )L × U(Nf )R,
with the transformation law (27), the counterterm takes
the form:
Γc = −2C
∫
Tr
[
(ALdAL + dALAL)BL
+
1
2
AL(BLdBL + dBLBL)− 3i
2
A3LBL
− 3i
4
ALBLALBL − i
2
ALB
3
L
]
− (L↔ R) . (35)
B. Relation to Bardeen counterterm
Suppose that we gauge only vector symmetries, for ex-
ample U(1)EM in the standard model. We then have:
AL → A+BL ≡ AL ,
AR → A+BR ≡ AR , (36)
where BL,R are again background fields, transforming
covariantly under the gauged symmetry. The Bardeen
counterterm takes the form −ΓWZW (U = 1,AL,AR)
from Eq.(69) (e.g., see Ref. [7]):
ΓBardeen = −C
∫
Tr
[
(dARAR +ARdAR)AL
− (dALAL +ALdAL)AR
− i
(
A3RAL −A3LAR +
1
2
ARALARAL
)]
. (37)
It can be easily verified that after including the coun-
terterm (37), the full result ΓWZW + ΓBardeen is gauge-
invariant in the vector subgroup. How does ΓBardeen com-
pare to our result in Eq.(35)?
The Bardeen counterterm mixes the BL and BR fields.
At first sight, this seems to contradict Eq.(35). How-
ever, upon closer inspection we see that all such mixed
terms arrange themselves into operators that are gauge-
invariant in A. For example, the terms mixing BL and
BR with one A field and two B fields are:
Tr
[
(dBRA+ dABR +BRdA+AdBR)BL
]
−Tr [(dBLA+ dABL +BLdA+AdBL)BR]
= 3Tr
[
dA(BRBL −BLBR)
]
, (38)
where a total divergence has been dropped. Terms with
two A’s and two B’s are
−3iTr [A2(BRBL −BLBR)] . (39)
Eqs.(38) and (39) combine into the gauge-invariant ex-
pression,
3 Tr
[
(dA− iA2)(BRBL −BLBR)
]
. (40)
Continuing in a similar manner, the terms mixing L
and R are all seen to form gauge-invariant operators in
the fundamental gauge fields A.
Splitting the Bardeen counterterm into a gauge invari-
ant and anomalous piece,
ΓBardeen = Γ
G.I.
Bardeen + Γ
anom.
Bardeen , (41)
we find:
ΓG.I.Bardeen = −C
∫
Tr
{
3(dA− iA2)(BRBL −BLBR)
+(DBRBR+BRDBR)BL−(DBLBL+BLDBL)BR
}
.
(42)
Here the covariant derivatives acting on BL,R, taking ac-
count of the anticommuting forms, are
DBL = dBL − iABL − iBLA ,
DBR = dBR − iABR − iBRA . (43)
The remaining, anomalous part can be simplified to:
Γanom.Bardeen = Γc = −C
∫
Tr
[
2(dAA+AdA)BL +A(dBLBL +BLdBL)
− i
(
3A3BL +
3
2
ABLABL +AB
3
L
)]
− (L↔ R) . (44)
When AL = AR = A, i.e., when only vector symme-
tries are gauged, our general expression Eq.(35) reduces
to precisely this form. Our new counterterm is the gen-
eralization of the Bardeen counterterm when the gauge
subgroup G′ is not contained in the unbroken subgroup
H of the chiral theory G/H .
The Bardeen counterterm has been well-studied in the
past. For example, in Ref. [23], the Bardeen counterterm
is employed for the purpose of constructing the gauged
WZW term by an integration formula that requires van-
ishing anomaly in the unbroken (H) subgroup of a gen-
eral G/H . Inclusion of the Bardeen counterterm can be
8phrased as the boundary condition Γ(U = 1) = 0 when
integrating the anomaly [1]. Our results show, however,
that this boundary condition is incompatible with gauge
invariance in the general case involving non-vectorlike
gauging.
The Bardeen counterterm has also appeared in phe-
nomenological analyses [7]. However, such analyses ne-
glect the important effects of neutral and charged weak
currents, and have added the counterterm in an ad hoc
manner: only photon gauge invariance is preserved, and
global chiral symmetries are broken even in the absence of
gauge fields. The Bardeen counterterm maintains gauge
invariance in the presence of background fields only when
vector symmetries are gauged. It is not the appropriate
construct when the full standard model SU(2)L×U(1)Y
gauging is relevant.
IV. GLOBAL CURRENT ANOMALIES AND
GAUGE INVARIANT OPERATORS
The new counterterm is necessary for a proper deriva-
tion of global current anomalies, such as the baryon cur-
rent anomaly in the standard model. Our counterterm
ensures that the action is anomaly free under the gauged
G′ symmetry, in the presence of arbitrary background
fields. This action still has a number of global symme-
tries that are not broken explicitly by gauging, namely
the special transformations for which [ǫ, A] = 0. The
associated symmetry currents are generated by varying
the background fields, and are conserved modulo anoma-
lies. Since our theory is locally gauge invariant under
G′ transformations, the global anomalies generated from
the full action will automatically be gauge covariant ex-
pressions in the A. In this sense, they are ”covariant”
anomalies. The formalism also implies that these cur-
rents and anomalies necessarily contain the background
spin-1 meson fields, B. Note that since the global anoma-
lies are derived from a well-defined action, they necessar-
ily satisfy the appropriate extension of Wess-Zumino con-
sistency conditions that describes variations with respect
to both A and B fields.
A. The general case
Let us then consider the variation,
δU = iǫL(ǫ)U − iUǫR(ǫ) ,
δA = i[ǫ, A] = 0 ,
δB = dǫ + i[ǫ, B] . (45)
Since B enters only the “quark” sector, and we im-
pose [ǫ, A] = 0, the lepton effective action, Γℓ, is in-
variant. We therefore need consider only the variation
of ΓWZW (U,A+B) + Γc(A,B).
We thus obtain the general expression for the global
anomaly:
δ(ΓWZW + Γc) = −2C
∫
Tr
{
ǫ
[
3(dA− iA2)2 + 3(dA− iA2)DB
+(DB)2− i
2
D(B3)+iB(dA−iA2)B−i(dA−iA2)B2
]}
,
(46)
where DB = dB − iAB − iBA. Note the appearance
of the covariant field strength, (dA − iA2). We empha-
size that the form of this result depends on the condi-
tion [ǫ, A] = 0. In the explicit chiral representation for
U(Nf )L × U(Nf )R the anomaly takes the form:
δ(ΓWZW + Γc) =
−2C
∫
Tr
{
ǫL
[
3(dAL − iA2L)2 + 3(dAL − iA2L)(DBL)
+DBLDBL − i
2
D(B3L) + iBL(dAL − iA2L)BL
−i(dAL − iA2L)B2L
]}
− (L↔ R) , (47)
with DBL = dBL − iALBL − iBLAL.
B. Application to the Standard Model
Let us illustrate the computation of covariant anoma-
lies by considering the baryon current of the first gener-
ation quarks in the standard model. We will first give
a description at the quark level, emphasizing that the
counterterm is required for a correct derivation of the
anomaly. We then give an equivalent description at the
chiral lagrangian level. This leads to a generalization of
the Goldstone-Wilczek current in the presence of gauge
fields.
Let Q = (u, d) and consider the action:
SQ =
∫
d4xQL(i∂/ +A/ L +B/ L)QL
+QR(i∂/ +A/R +B/R)QR , (48)
where ALµ = g2W
a
µ τ
a/2 + g1W
0
µYL/2, ARµ =
g1W
0
µYR/2, BL = BR = ωµ diag(1/3, 1/3). Under varia-
tion in ωµ we obtain the baryon current:
δSQ
δωµ
= Jµ =
1
3
QγµQ . (49)
By considering the local variation δω = dǫ, we obtain
from the Weyl quark loops the consistent anomaly of the
quark effective action:
δSQ
∣∣
ω=0
=
−2C
∫
ǫ Tr
{
1
3
[
(dAL)
2 − i
2
d(A3L)
]}
− (L↔ R) .
(50)
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takes the form, to leading order in ω:
Γc =
2C
∫
Tr
{
1
3
ω
[
ALdAL + dALAL − 3i
2
A3L
]}
− (L↔ R) .
(51)
Under the local variation δω = dǫ we find:
δΓc =
−2C
∫
Tr
{
1
3
ǫ
[
2dALdAL − 3i
2
d(A3L)
]}
− (L↔ R),
(52)
and upon combining the quark loop contribution with
the counterterm we find:
δSQ + δΓc|ω=0 =
− 2C
∫
Tr
[
ǫ(dAL − iA2L)2
]− (L↔ R)
=
∫
d4x ǫ
1
64π2
ǫµνρσ
(
g22F
a
µνF
a
ρσ +
1
2
Tr Y 2g21F
Y
µνF
Y
ρσ
)
,
(53)
where F aµν = ∂µW
a
ν − ∂νW aµ + g2ǫabcW bµW cν is the covari-
ant SU(2)L field strength, and F
Y
µν = ∂µW
0
ν − ∂νW 0µ
is the weak hypercharge field strength. The factor
Tr(Y 2) = 2 × (1/3)2 − (4/3)2 − (−2/3)2 = −2 is traced
over the (u, d) quarks. Note that we could also have read
this result directly from Eq.(47).
Hence, with F˜µν = (1/2)ǫµνρσF
ρσ:
∂µJ
µ = − 1
32π2
(g22F
a
µν F˜
aµν − g21FYµν F˜Y µν) . (54)
While this result can be obtained by naively rescaling
Feynman diagrams, using Adler’s axial vector anomaly
from QED as a starting point, the result would then be
only fortuitously correct; the modified counterterm struc-
ture is required to generate the formally correct baryon
current anomaly in the standard model. For B ± L we
need a similar counterterm construction in the lepton sec-
tor with an auxiliary background field, etc.. Of course,
the B − L anomaly cancels between leptons and quarks,
insofar as we take the limit of zero background fields after
calculating the current divergence. The B + L anomaly
is 2 times the above result, Eq.(54).
Note that if we had inadvertently used the Bardeen
counterterm of Eq.(37) in defining the baryon number
current and divergence, we would have:
ΓBardeen = −2C
∫
Tr
[
1
3
ω
(
ALdAL − i
2
A3L + 3dARAL
−ARdAR + i
2
A3R − 3dALAR
)]
,
and a short calculation shows that the resulting baryon
number current would have zero divergence in place of
1/32π2 in Eq.(54).
C. Generalization of the Goldstone-Wilczek
Current
We can give an equivalent description of the anoma-
lies at the level of the chiral theory of mesons, instead
of at the quark level. The WZW term, with the new
counterterm, can be expanded in the external fields B:
Γ(A,B,U) = Γ(A,U)+
∫
d4xTr(BµJ
µ)+O(B2) . (55)
The leading term in the expansion, Γ(A,U), is the orig-
inal WZW term. It generates the consistent gauge
anomaly, which is cancelled by the leptons. Therefore
the subsequent terms, such as Tr(BµJ
µ), must be gauge
invariant. In particular, Jµ is the covariant global current
associated with B.
Let us again focus on the baryon number current in
the U(2)L × U(2)R chiral theory, so that BL = BR =
ω diag(1/3, 1/3). First note that, in the limit AL =
AR = 0 we see, from the WZW term reproduced below
in Eq.(69), that: (α = dUU †)
Jµ =
δ
δωµ
ΓWZW =
2
3
Cǫµνρσ Tr(αναρασ)
=
Nc
72π2
ǫµνρσ Tr(U∂νU †U∂ρU †U∂σU †) . (56)
This is the Goldstone-Wilczek topological current that
describes baryon number in the chiral lagrangian [11].
The current arises automatically upon introducing the
background ω field into the WZW term. With Nc = 3
it yields a baryon number of 1 for a Skyrmion hedgehog
configuration.
Armed with our new counterterm and using
Eqs.(55,69) we can compute the form of the baryon cur-
rent in the presence of the gauge fields. For simplicity
we keep just the SU(2)L part. The result is a gauge
invariant current, as it must be, and for Nc = 3:
Jµ = − 1
24π2
ǫµνρσ Tr
(
α˜να˜ρα˜σ +
3i
2
FLνρα˜σ
)
. (57)
Here:
α˜µ = (DµU)U
† ,
Dµ = ∂µ − iALµ ,
FLµν = i[Dµ, Dν ] . (58)
This current reduces to the Goldstone-Wilczek result
when AL → 0.
A similar current using electromagnetic gauging was
constructed by Callan and Witten, where the new term
is seen to play a crucial role in monopole catalysis of
baryon number viewed at the Skyrmion level [24]. The
nonabelian form was constructed using dimensional de-
construction, matching to a Yang-Mills topological cur-
rent inD = 5 in Ref. [25]. The present derivation by vari-
ation of an action is more general, and it is now straight-
forward to construct any of the chiral topological currents
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by variation of the WZW term plus counterterm. This
nonabelian SU(2)L current can arise only when we use
the WZW term with our improved counterterm Γc.
Note that we can compute explicitly, for Nc = 3,
∂µJ
µ = − 1
16π2
Tr(FLµν F˜
µν
L ) , (59)
where a useful identity (the Bianchi identity for a decon-
structed D = 5 theory [21]) is:
[Dµ, α˜ν ]− [Dν , α˜µ] = [α˜µ, α˜ν ]− iFLµν . (60)
Eq.(59) reproduces the result for SU(2)L obtained
in Eq.(54). Note that for a self-dual instanton in
which Fµν = F˜µν and we have the Euclidean action
(1/2g22)
∫
TrFF = 8π2/g22, the baryon charge is changed
by one unit, and B + L changes by 2 units, confirming
the usual intuition.
It is interesting to contemplate the full background
field (B) structure of Eq.(47). Note that the B-field con-
taining terms are a total divergence, and can be absorbed
by a redefinition of the baryon current. However, they
probably do have a physical role to play at high baryon
density. Note that there is no FY dω term in the baryon
current anomaly, owing to Tr(YL − YR) = 0. However,
if we keep the ρ meson then there are surviving mixed
isospin and weak-isospin terms Tr(FW dρ) (FW is weak
isospin). Whether there is more to this story, e.g., an
enhancement of baryon number violation at large finite
baryon density through this form of the mixed anomaly,
or a description of certain superfluid phases of baryons,
remains to be investigated.
D. Gauge invariant operators
Throughout this discussion, we have implicitly as-
sumed that the counterterm (33) is unique. In fact, we
can construct additional gauge invariant operators be-
ginning at quadratic order in the B fields. While in the
limit B → 0 the gauge field part of the global anomaly is
uniquely determined, these terms can potentially lead to
an ambiguity in the structure of the global anomaly at
finite B. For simple group models, we can add a general
counterterm of the form,
Γc,G.I. =
∫
c1Tr
[
B2(dA− iA2)] , (61)
with c1 a free parameter. In fact, it is easy to show that
the general anomaly (47) is not affected by this term.
For product group models, the situation is slightly
more complicated. A short calculation, after dropping
total derivatives, yields the general expression for term
containing at least one A field:
Γc,G.I. =
Nc
24π2
∫ {
c1LTr
[
B2L(dAL − iA2L)
]
+ c2LTr
(
BL)Tr
[
BR(dAR − iA2R)
]
+ c3LTr
(
BL)Tr
[
BRDBR
]}
+ (L↔ R) . (62)
To recover a parity-symmetric theory when only vec-
tor symmetries are gauged, we should have cL = −cR.
The effects of these operators on the anomalies at finite
BL,R can be worked out in the general case. For ex-
ample, when the field ω coupling to baryon number is
the only background field present, then Γc,G.I. = 0, since
ǫµνρσωµων · · · = 0.
V. PSEUDO-CHERN-SIMONS TERMS FOR
THE STANDARD MODEL
We can apply the results from the previous section to
compute the explicit form of the pCS terms for the stan-
dard model. For simplicity, we focus on a single standard
model generation, i.e., the (u, d) quarks and the (νe, e)
leptons. The low energy physics of the quark sector is
represented by a U(2)L × U(2)R chiral lagrangian de-
scribing interactions of the three pions and the η, gauge
fields, and vector mesons. The lepton sector is also
present in the effective theory. We introduce the full
SU(2)L × U(1)Y gauging and gauge anomalies cancel
between the quark and lepton sector. We also include
the spin-1 vector mesons, treated as classical background
fields, corresponding to the ρ0,±, ω0 and a0,±1 , f
0
1 vector
and axial-vector mesons. At <∼ GeV energies, where the
chiral lagrangian description is appropriate, the W and
Z bosons may be subsequently integrated out of the the-
ory, and their effects represented by the corresponding
charged and neutral weak currents.
The complete effective lagrangian thus contains the
kinetic terms of the NGB’s, leptons, gauge and vector
meson fields, and any mass terms associated with sym-
metry breaking (which may involve the Higgs sector for
the SU(2)L×U(1)Y breaking). The effective action also
includes the WZW term and the counterterm:
ΓfullWZW = ΓWZW (U,A+B) + Γc(A,B), (63)
which represent the full anomaly structure of the quark
sector.
For the fundamental gauge fields we write
AL = g2W
aτa/2 + g1W
0
(
1
6
1
6
)
,
AR = g1W
0
(
2
3 − 13
)
. (64)
(we useW 0 to denote the U(1)Y gauge field, so as not to
confuse with our previous usage ofB as a generic classical
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background field). In terms of the charge and mass eigen-
states after electroweak symmetry breaking we have:
W 0 = −sWZ + cWA
W 1 =
1√
2
W+ +
1√
2
W−
W 2 =
i√
2
W+ − i√
2
W−
W 3 = cWZ + sWA , (65)
where cW = g2/
√
g21 + g
2
2 , sW = g1/
√
g21 + g
2
2 .
Let us now put the standard model in the classical
background of vector and axial-vector mesons:
BV ≡ BL +BR = g
(
ρ0
√
2ρ+√
2ρ− −ρ0
)
+ g′
(
ω
ω
)
,
BA ≡ BL −BR = g
(
a0
√
2a+√
2a− −a0
)
+ g′
(
f
f
)
.
(66)
where ρ and a are isotriplets and ω and f are iso-
singlets. Note the slightly unconventional definitions
V,A = (AL ± AR) instead of V,A = (AL ± AR)/2; the
resulting normalization of g, g′ can be more readily com-
pared to the literature. Note also that this normalization
implies that
gω =
3
2
g′ , (67)
where gω multiplies the field that is coupled to baryon
number [13]. In the following, we suppress coupling
constants for the vector fields. We can recover the
complete result with couplings by taking (A,W,Z) →
(g2A, g2W, g2Z), (ρ, a)→ (gρ, ga), (ω, f)→ (g′ω, g′f).
A. Fundamental gauge fields and anomaly
cancellation
The WZW term for U(Nf)L × U(Nf )R → U(Nf )V is
given in a convenient form by Kaymakcalan, Rajeev and
Schechter [7][31]. In terms of:
AL,R = AL,R +BL,R , C = − Nc
48π2
, (68)
we have:
ΓWZW (U,AL,AR) = Γ0(U) + C
∫
Tr
{
(ALα3 +ARβ3)− i
2
[(ALα)2 − (ARβ)2]
+ i(ALUARU †α2 −ARU †ALUβ2) + i(dARdU †ALU − dALdUARU †)
+ i
[
(dALAL +ALdAL)α + (dARAR +ARdAR)β
]
+ (A3Lα+A3Rβ)
− (dALAL +ALdAL)UARU † + (dARAR +ARdAR)U †ALU
+ (ALUARU †ALα+ARU †ALUARβ) + i
[
A3LUARU † −A3RU †ALU −
1
2
(UARU †AL)2
]}
. (69)
Here α = dUU † and β = U †dU . The function Γ0 is given by
Γ0(U) = − iC
5
∫
M5
Tr
(
α5
)
=
iNc
240π2
∫
d5x ǫABCDE Tr (αAαBαCαDαE) , (70)
where M5 is a five dimensional manifold with spacetime
as its boundary. The quantization condition ensures that
eiΓ0 is independent of the choice of bounding surface. In
four dimensions,
Γ0(U) = − 2Nc
15π2f5π
∫
M4
Tr
[
π(dπ)4
]
+ ... . (71)
Also, we have the new counterterm Γc, which is given
by Eq.(35). We now take ΓfullWZW = ΓWZW + Γc and
examine the terms containing mixed factors of funda-
mental gauge fields, A’s, and classical background fields,
B’s. Notationally, in the following, e.g., a term denoted
ΓAABB contains two factors of A and two factors of B,
etc..
The terms in ΓfullWZW involving just the fundamental
gauge fields AL,R do not involve the counterterm. Ex-
plicitly, we see that the terms with three and four funda-
mental fields read:
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ΓAAA = C
∫
dZAZ
(
2
3
sW − 1
2
sW
c2W
)
+ dAAZ
(
2
3
s2W
cW
)
+ (dW+W− + dW−W+)
(
1
6
s2W
cW
Z − 1
6
sWA
)
, (72)
ΓAAAA = C
∫
iW+W−ZA
(
1
4
sW
cW
)
. (73)
The terms ΓAAA and ΓAAAA combine with the lepton-
sector loop contributions to produce gauge invariant op-
erators that do not involve the vector meson fields. In
a formal limit where we assume the leptons are heavy,
we can integrate out (ν, e) to obtain the lepton-sector
WZW term as a function of W , Z, γ and the NGB’s
of the Higgs boson. In this case, the pure gauge terms
Eqs.(72,73) cancel exactly against corresponding lepton
sector loop contributions [20, 26].
B. Interactions involving vector meson fields
Since the B fields transform linearly under the gauge
transformations, the sum of the remaining terms must
be separately gauge invariant. For the various remaining
terms in ΓfullWZW the result is:
ΓAAB = C
∫
dZZ
[
s2W
c2W
ρ0 +
(
3
2c2W
− 3
)
ω − 1
2c2W
f
]
+ dAZ
[
−sW
cW
ρ0 − 3sW
cW
ω
]
+ dZ
[
W−ρ+ +W+ρ−
] s2W
cW
−sWdA
[
W−ρ+ +W+ρ−
]
+ (DW+W− +DW−W+)
[
−3
2
ω − 1
2
f
]
,
ΓABB = C
∫
Z
{
dρ0
[
− 3
2cW
ω − s
2
W
cW
a0 +
(
− 3
2cW
+ 3cW
)
f
]
+ dω
[
− 3
2cW
ρ0 +
(
− 3
2cW
+ 3cW
)
a0 − s
2
W
cW
f
]
+da0
[
s2W
cW
ρ0 +
(
3
2cW
− 3cW
)
ω − 1
2cW
f
]
+ df
[(
3
2cW
− 3cW
)
ρ0 +
s2W
cW
ω − 1
2cW
a0
]}
+sWdA
(
ρ0a0 + 3ρ0f + 3ωa0 + ωf + ρ+a− + ρ−a+
)− s2W
cW
dZ
(
ρ+a− + ρ−a+
)
+
3
2
[
W+Dρ− +W−Dρ+)
]
(−ω + f) + 3
2
[
W+(−ρ− + a−) +W−(−ρ+ + a+)] dω
+
1
2
[
W+Da− +W−Da+
]
(−3ω − f) + 1
2
[
W+(−3ρ− − a−) +W−(−3ρ+ − a+)] df ,
ΓBBB = C
∫
2
[ (
ρ−f + ωa−
)
Dρ+ +
(
ωa+ + ρ+f
)
Dρ− +
(
ωa0 + ρ0f
)
dρ0 +
(
ρ+a− + ρ−a+ + ωf + ρ0a0
)
dω
]
,
ΓAAAB = C
∫
iW+W−Z
[
3cWω +
(
cW +
1
2cW
)
f
]
,
ΓAABB = C
∫
i
{
W+W−
[
3
2
(ρ0 + a0)ω − 1
2
(ρ0 − a0)f
]
+W+Z
[(
3cW
2
− 1
cW
)
ρ−f − 3cW
2
ρ−ω − cW
2
a−f +
3cW
2
ωa−
]
+W−Z
[(
−3cW
2
+
1
cW
)
ρ+f +
3cW
2
ρ+ω +
cW
2
a+f − 3cW
2
ωa+
]}
,
ΓABBB = C
∫
i
{
W+
[
ρ−ρ0(ω − 2f)− ρ−ωa0 + ρ0ωa− + ωa−a0
]
+W−
[
ρ+ρ0(−ω + 2f) + ρ+ωa0 − ρ0ωa+ − ωa+a0
]
+Z
[
1
cW
ρ+ρ−ω +
(
−2cW + 1
cW
)(
2ρ+ρ−f + ρ+ωa− − ρ−ωa+)+ 1
cW
ωa+a−
]}
. (74)
These results use the abbreviated notation of differen-
tial forms, so that for example
∫
d4x ǫµνρσA
µBν∂ρCσ =
∫
ABdC. Here we have defined covariant derivatives of
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the charged fields as
DW± = dW± ∓ isWAW± ,
Dρ± = dρ± ∓ isWAρ± ,
Da± = da± ∓ isWAa± . (75)
Note that the photon always appear as a field strength, or
as a covariant derivative acting on charged vector bosons
or mesons, as required by gauge invariance. Gauge in-
variance in W and Z is not explicit, since we have not
included terms involving the pion fields.
Some notable interactions in the above include the
term from ΓAAB:
− 3sW
cW
g22g
′C
∫
ωZdA . (76)
This interaction was studied in Ref.[14] and mediates
neutrino-photon interactions in nuclear matter. It should
be noted that without including ω in the WZW term, the
ωZdA interaction can still be obtained from the assump-
tion that the physical ω couples to the baryon current,
Jµ, through a phenomenological interaction of the form
gωω
µJµ. At low energies we must then use for Jµ the
modified form of the Goldstone-Wilczek current in the
presence of Z and A as dictated by gauge invariance and
the new counterterm. This contains the ωZdA interac-
tion precisely as in Eq.(76).
Note that in ΓABB we find a term:
3sW g2gg
′C
∫
dAρ0f . (77)
This term mediates the decay f1 → ρ0γ and is in reason-
able accord with experiment. We will study such inter-
actions in more detail elsewhere [13].
In ΓBBB we find
2g2g′C
∫
(ωa0dρ0 + ρ0a0dω) . (78)
Operators of this form have been studied in Ref. [27].
However, this term can be modified by the gauge invari-
ant operators of Eq.(62) whose coefficients are not fixed
solely by anomaly matching arguments.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we constructed the gaugedWZW term for
the standard model SU(2)L × U(1)Y gauge subgroup of
the U(2)L×U(2)R chiral symmetry of the strong interac-
tions. An essential ingredient in this construction was the
demand that we maintain gauge invariance in the pres-
ence of background fields coupled to the U(2)L × U(2)R
currents.
These background fields play two distinct but equally
important roles. First, they allow us to define the cur-
rents of global symmetries through variation of the back-
ground fields. When applied to the (anomalous) baryon
current this allowed us to derive a generalization of the
Goldstone-Wilczek current in the presence of both fun-
damental gauge fields and background vector fields. Sec-
ond, in environments where physical background fields
are non-zero, such as at finite baryon density, we are led
to a rich set of new interactions. For example, we find
interactions that mediate neutrino-photon interactions in
nuclear matter as discussed previously in Ref.[14].
A third role for these fields naturally suggests itself,
namely to promote them to the dynamical vector me-
son fields of QCD in the spirit of vector meson domi-
nance. We then have an interesting set of pCS terms
which couple the vector mesons of QCD to fundamental
gauge fields. A detailed analysis of the phenomenology of
these terms will be presented elsewhere [13]. We mention
here that the couplings we find lead to results for both
the rate and polarization structure of the decay f1 → ρ0γ
which are in agreement with experiment. We empha-
size that the processes resulting from the identification
of the background fields with vector mesons are not to
be thought of as interactions in the fundamental, under-
lying theory of quarks and leptons. Rather, they emerge
in a low-energy effective description of QCD coupled to
electroweak gauge fields.
Since in the real world the W and Z bosons are much
heavier than the scale of QCD, theW and Z should be in-
tegrated out and replaced by the charged and neutral cur-
rents to which they couple. In the formal limit g1,2 → 0,
the W and Z are explicit degrees of freedom in the low-
energy theory, and the constraints of SU(2)L × U(1)Y
gauge symmetry are explicit. Since we remain in a per-
turbative regime, the constraints survive at the physical
values of these couplings. Restricting the weak currents
to their components involving light fields then gives a
low-energy effective Lagrangian which is valid for ener-
gies and momentum transfers up to the scale at which
chiral perturbation theory breaks down, 4πfπ ∼ 1GeV.
The centerpiece of our analysis is the derivation of a
new counterterm which must be added to the WZW term
in order to maintain gauge invariance in the presence of
background fields. Once the counterterm is fixed, the
full action provides a complete description of the global
current anomalies of the theory, and also leads to a rich
set of new interactions with many potentially important
physical applications.
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